Town of Heath

Municipal Light Plant Advisory Committee

additional meeting on Friday, September 4, 2020 at 2:00 pm

Location: Meeting is virtual; zoom.us ID# 621-796-753 or phone at 1-929-205-6099; password is 113042. If internet connection is not working the backup plan is to dial in by phone only at 605-475-4083 with passcode 369594#.

- Called to order
- This is a working meeting to make progress on the Committee’s project to identify premises locations eligible for drops in FSA4.
- Discuss information on temperature and security parameters necessary for routers and ONT’s as applicable for seasonal properties.
- Other topics not anticipated
- Next meeting:
- Adjourn the meeting

The listing of matters is those reasonably anticipated by the Chair which may be discussed at the meeting. Not all items listed may in fact be discussed and other items not listed may also be brought up for discussion to the extent permitted by law.

Posted by Hilma Sumner, Town Coordinator on: